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strategy of pauline and paulette, which focuses on the older female body to the exclusion of the male body. i
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received but not reviewed - muse.jhu - malhotra, anshu, and siobhan lambert-hurley, editors, speaking of
self: gender, performance, and autobiography in south asia. durham & london, duke university press ...
socialization and gender roles w ithin the family: a study ... - speaking about gender socialization. this
paper will focus on how in particular family and parents’ attitudes mediate traditional gender roles and the
effect of their attitude towards gender roles. keywords: gender, socialization, youth, generations, family,
stereotypes, gender roles. introduction this paper1 is concerned with understanding different dimensions of
gender socialization, which ... songs between cities: listening to courtesans in colonial ... - courtesan
poetry as autobiography, see shweta sachdeva jha, ‘tawa’if as poet and patron: rethinking women’s selfrepresentation’, in a. malhotra and s. lambert-hurley, speaking of the self: gender, contributors - project
muse - on the history of women, gender, and islam in south asia with a current project on changing notions of
the self in muslim women’s autobiographi- cal writing. late imperial china’s maritime boundaries and
beyond - educated tagalog-speaking migrants began arriving with a new sense of filipino identity. today,
filipino migrants continue to arrive in hawai’i for jobs ranging from nurses and maids to business-24 | the
review late imperial china’s maritime boundaries and beyond building filipino hawai’i the newsletter | no.77 |
summer 2017 most of us should be familiar with professor ng chin-keong’s ... university faculty details
page on du web-site - gender, performance and autobiography in south asia (forthcoming duke university
press, durham, 2015) zperforming a persona: reading piro [s kafis, [ in anshu malhotra and siobhan lambert
-hurley (eds)., speaking of the a student’s guide to performance studies - performance studies is not onesize fits all, but all sizes try to fit in. that is, if you can that is, if you can handle conflict, cope with ambiguity,
navigate the incomprehensible, relish the rivalry. the queerness of orlando - uvadoc.uva - butler’s ideas
that gender is a performance and a social and cultural construction are the basis for the analysis. by analysing
the performative character of orlando’s gender, this paper shows that woolf shares a similar view with butler
when speaking about gender. her representation of orlando’s sexual identity goes beyond and challenges the
traditional view of male and female roles ...
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